A new quality control method based on a moving average of "latent reference values" selected from patients' daily test results.
The average of normals(AON) method is a quality control(QC) method that uses measured values of patients' samples instead of QC samples. Because this method is easily affected by fluctuations in the patient population and is insensitive to short-term changes in test values, we developed an alternative method based on the moving average(MA) of latent reference values(LRVs) which are the test results of patients whose other related test results are all within reference intervals. We evaluate the new methodology(MALRV) using seven commonly measured biochemical tests. The LRV of each test were selected with reference to four other items that had the highest coincidences of abnormality. The optimum amount of data needed to compute the MA is determined as that making the coefficient of variation(CV) of the consecutive MA over a study period less than 5.0%. The MALRV is computed each time a new LRV is encountered to monitor quality status continuously. The MALRV CV was within 5.0% when sample sizes were between 20 and 110. When shift and trend simulations were performed with the patient data, the corresponding alterations were detected. MALRV is a useful measure for detecting short-term alterations in patient test results, supplementing the conventional QC chart method.